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PrewUN oac:fllaUcms izl"ramjet engines are studied. 
w1thm quasi one-dimeDSionalllDear acoustics. The:5ow 
1leld in the dump combustor is approzimated by diTi-
sian into three plll'bl: a lIow of reactants, a regiQD can-
t.amb:Ig co~ procluC't3, and a recirculation zone, 
aeparated by II 1lame sheet aDd. a dividiD& streamIme." 
The three zem. are matched by cansidermg ldnematic 
and conae:rw.Uon relations. Acoust1c j!elds in the iDlet 
sectian and ill the combustion chamber ue coupled. to 
proTide an analytical equation for the compla: waft" 
number characterizing the linear stability. The calcu~ 
lated results ue compared with the a:perimental data 
:reported by the NaVlll W'eaptmll Center. ReallOlUlble 
agreements are obtalnecL 
L IlftBODUcmnr 
5uppx essiDn of pressure ollCillaUcms is a f1mda-
mental problem. izl the design of b:igh performance 
ramjet. engines. D1st.lU'bances of this type, geueric&Uy 
called combustion iDstahil.ities, are a consequence of 
the sensitiTity of combustion processes to local :pra-
wn and Teloc:ity ~uations. For low frequency prell-
sure osc1llatiorlS, this sensitiv1t7 is malnly IlSllOc:ia:ted. 
with ttuid dynamic procusses. rather than chemical 
ldnetics. Recent ilnestigation of the low frequency 
preaure O8Cillat1ons in ramjet. enginesI-? prompted. 
the wor.k diac:uaed in tbilI paper. 
The basic ramjet COD1!guration mum-ated in FiB-
ure 1 includes a shock waft system at the entrance. an 
mlet d1!fuaer. a dump com.bu3tor. and an ezhaust noz-
zle. Air is deliYVed to the dump combustor where fuel 
is injected and burned in the presence of a :t1ame sta-
bilizer. The combu.st1on processes in the dump 
combustor is eztremely complicated. iIrrolvmg tur-
bulent mixing. tlame propagation. shear layer. rec:ircu ... 
Iatmg l1ow. and tmite-rate c:hemicalldnetics. Attempts 
to model these complicated phenomena have been 
made tor over three decades, but still remain poorly 
understood.. Yost of the past work concentrated on 
mvestlgation of the mean :flow :flelds in the combustor; 
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information a'fllllable 021 the treatment of the 
umsteady :tlow j!elds is limlteci.. An acellent. reYie1r 
paper concerniDg the computer modeliIJg of the steady 
combustion m ramjet. com.lnmtor has been given by Lil-
ley.8. 
Combustion instahillt1. m ramjet. engines may 
1DWL1ly be c:harac:terized by IIe'Nr8l well-de:tlned fre-
quencies. These ue clON to the b'equencies of the 
natural acoustic mod. for the internal caTity of the 
.,.tem. For conveDience the oacillato17 behavior is 
" clani1ied &II ~ longitudmal, and t.ramrverse modes 
according to the frequency range and spacial struc-
ture •. Rogers and lIarhle9 carried out aperiments 011 
screechmg instabilitia. the relat.iftly • frequellC! 
ollCillaucms in'wal'rin& transnmIe modes, m a two-
dimensional ramjet. combustor. They found that m. the 
presence of sareech."" ~ were shed· at the flame 
attachment po~ distorting the ftame trant l1li they 
were swept downstream. A mechanism for the screech-
me osc:illations ill the ramjet coznbu8t.or was proPOsed. 
based. upon tralmient combust.1on in the vortices. 
For contemporary liquid-tueled. ramjets. the most 
serious problem seems to be low frequency instabilities 
cloaely related to longitudinal modes. A very impor-
tant comequence is the loa of inlet stability margin 
due to the e1fect. on the mlet shock system. Experi-
mAmta.l inTest:igation of tlUa subject has been recently 
conducted by aeveral. research organizations. The 
results obtained have provided mtormation about the 
the dect.s of combustor con11guration. fuel type, and 
tuel-to-air ratio on the 0Yerall in.lItability processes. 
larosimlld and Wojcicki10 considered the loW" frequency 
combustion instability m. a dllmJ' combustior which is 
connected upstream to an acoustic resonator. She-
dowgraphs and motion pictures were taken. and meas-
urements were made of the pre:mure, velocity and local 
chemi-ionization. They concluded that the combustion 
instability of this type is closely related. to the instabil-
ity of laminar :flames although the combustion 
processes are distributed over. 
Rogers2 summe.rized the features of the pres3\U'e 
oscillations in two liquid-fueled engines having very 
ditrerent geometrical con:tlgurations. One had an amI 
dump with a single mlet, and the other had two mlet3 
with a side dump arrangement. Slgni:tlcant ditrerences 
appear in the structl1re of the ollCillations ezc:tted in 
the combustion che.mber.. Schadow and coworken 
haTe studied5-7 oscillations in a research dump 
combustor with special attention focused on the inlet. 
shock/acoustic WIlft interaction. The entin: device 
was eztens:ively instrumented durmg testing. T"o 
kinds of data have been taken under Tal'ious opera-
tional conditions: the acoustic wave structure and the 
properties of the inlet. shock. 
So far as analysia of longitudinal prellllUl'e ollcrilla-
tions in ramjeta is concerned, Culick and Rogers3 have 
constructed an one dimensional linear acoustic model. 
The combustion processes were accommodated in a 
general fashion, but not treated in detail. All ezam-
ples, data were discuaaed. for the two liquid-fueled 
engines mentioned above. Later, they studied" fre-
quency response of a normal shock to downstream dia-
turbances in an inlet. cWfuser. Two limits ot a linear-
ized analysis were discuned. one repr'etIeX1ted isentro-
pic :dOW'S on both sides ot a shock "ave, and the other 
might be a crude approzlmation to the intluence of 
fto" separation mduced by the wave. 
Becau.e observations of the u:ust.eady behavior 
suggest that the low frequency oscillations do J'lOt 
inTolft signIficant transverse motions anywhere in the 
engine, the analysis here is baaed on a quasi one-
djrnensional model. The engine is treated in three 
parta: the mlet. section, the combustion zone, and the 
region contajnjng combustion products. Each region is 
handled separately and then matched with adjacent 
regions. In Section II we discuas the acoustic :deld in 
the inlet section. The 1UlBteady motion of the shock 
1I'Ilve is characterized by an acoustic admittance func-
tion, providing the necessary upstream boundary con-
dition. The acoustic :deld in the inlet. is represented by 
the superposition of two simple "aTes running down-
stream and upstream. 
In Section m an mtegral scheme is developed to 
study the fto" :delds in the combustion zona. It is our 
intention to develop a suitable· simple and realistic 
model accommodating the fundamental features of the 
fto" fteld, includ.ing the fi.ame front, the shear layer, 
and the recirculating fto". For 10" frequency oscilla-
tions, the tiame front and the shear layer can be ade-
quately reprelMnted by a :dame sheet and an 
in:tlnite3ima1ly thin vortez sheet, or dividing stream-
line, respectively. The fto" :deld is, accordmgly, decom-
posed into a fto" of reactants, a region conta1n:ing 
c~mbustion products, and a recrirc:ulation zone, as 
shown m Figure 1. The three zones are then matched 
at the ftame sheet and the dividmg streamline by taJc-
lng mto account conservation and mematic relations. 
Determination of their shapes is part. of the solution. 
The unsteady :do" ftelds are considered witlrin linear 
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acowrt:ics and approximated as quasi one-dimensional 
motion m each region. 
Section rv deals with the acoustic lleld in the com-
pletely burned region. Physically, this region ranges 
from the end of the tiame sheet. to the entrance of the 
ezhaust nozzle. The mathematical tream.ent of this 
region is similar to its counterpart m the inlet. section 
ezcept the representation of the ezit. boundary condi-
tion by an admittance function for.· a compact nozzle. 
In Section V the acoustic ftelda in the three main 
di1ferent regions are matched to provide an analytic 
equation for the complez 1I'IlTe number which charac-
terizes the linear acoustic :deld in the entire engine. 
Calculated results are then compared with ezperimen-
tal data obtalned by Schadow et. a1 o. 7 Good agreement 
suggests that the model is a satisfactory representa-
tion of some of the global behavior of the device. 
The analysis giTen in t.lUs section is identiw to 
that in Reference 4. We ignore the cross-sectional area 
changes and IUI1IUlI1.e the mean :do" :deld to be uniform. 
The acoustic lleld is therefore the superposition of two 
simple plane 1nlTes. One is driTen by the pressure 
osciD.ations in the combustor and propcgates 
upstream., and the other is retlected by the shock and 
propqctes downstream. Appropriate equations 
govermng the colTe3ponding 1lelds are 
fl) [p+~:1 P- ~z, -I(Dt+Kl°>K,.z) p ". Ie + Ie je (2.1a) 
"here the wperscripts (0) and (1) represent the mean 
and the acoustic quantities respectiTely, a is the com.-
plex frequency. Pt and PI are comple% amplitudes of 
the right and the left. running 1I'Il'f'es, and Kl is defi.ned 
as 
(2.2) 
Note that the 1I'Ilve number is complez. the imaginary 
part being nonzero because of losses m the system. 
Since this is a linear problem. the "aTe amplitude can 
be arbitrarily spectlied without violating the governing 
equations. For conTenience Pt and Pi' are chosen to 
be f1 and unity respectively, Thus (2.115.) and (2.1b) 
become 
(2.3a) 
(2.3b) 
, physically reprelltlJ1ts the acoustic rdect:ion 
coemcient. at the shock and can be determmed by the 
shock admittance function.. 
1 + A, 1d'_L. 
'--e-"" I-A, (2.4) 
By re&lTangiDc (2.3a); the acoustic pressure is 
flIrther expresaed in terms of ita amplitude and phase. 
pll) ::I Pie -l(Dt + KlU)Kts -'Ip> (2.5) 
where 
1 
PI - [1 + IPI 8 + 2IPlcos(2IC1% + .,)ii" 
l[ -sinK1% + IPlain(~% +,.) 
""'- -tan-
rp cosKt % + IPlcos(Kt% +,.) 
(2.8a) 
(2.8b) 
.and ,. is the pha .. of the re1lection coefticient p. It is 
clear that the acoustic tield depends only on the 
admittance function for the shock wave. the 1l~ 
number of the tio.... and the compl= waft. :number 
becau.e any vi3cous lolllleS m the wet have been 
ignored. The calculation of the complex wave :number 
will be dellC%"ibed in detail later. 
To check the validity of this simple analysis and 
the shock admittance function derived in Reference 4. 
a series of numerical comparison with the aperim.en-
tal results obtamed at the Naval Weapens Center7 were 
conducted. using the measured frequencies of oscilla-
tions as known conditions. The shock admittance 
functions were calculated for two ditfere:nt tio ... condi-
tions immeadiately behind the shock. ise:ntl'opic and 
separated tio .... according to Culick and Rogers. 4 It was 
fou:nd that the isentropic tio ... case predicted the result 
generally ~ although the latter seemed to serve as a 
closer appro%imation to the real problem. Figure 2 
shows a t.nrica1 comparison of the calculated and the 
mealllll'ed phase distributions. The phase varies 
almost linearly because of the small acoustic retiection 
coetftcient at the shock p. A good appro:zjmation is 
given by (lll0)+I)K1%. as easily proven by (2.5) and 
(2.6b). Figure 3 illustrates the acoustic pressare dUt-
tributions at various times within one cycle of ascilia,.. 
tion. The presence of the e:ztremes on the envelope of 
the pressure amplitude indicates that the wave is 
standing. rather than travelling. Each pressure node 
moves around its mean position periodically. no ft:zed 
node point being observed. The same conclusion was 
reached e%perimentaliy by Schado... and his co-
researchen.7 
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IlL .F.lGW Field in t.lIe CaaUna.ticm Zcme· 
In th:is section. the steady and unsteady combu. 
t10n processes m a two-dimensional dump combustor 
are discussed. The tio ... tield is t2rst approximated by 
division into two parts: the u:nburned and the burned 
regions. separated by a 11am.e sheet, as shown m Figure 
4. The flame sheet is an idealized treatment of the 
combustion process.. It is a surface of discontinuity 
on which the chemical react.io:ns and rapid state varia-
tions take place. Although the tiame sheet model 
serres as an eflec:tive tool in the analysis of lam.i:nar 
tlame propagation. application to turbulent ftames is 
at best. a crude approzimation. Only those tio,." with 
tm-bulent scales much greater than ftame thiclaiess 
permit tlmI applicatio:n. 11 a ca_ not relevant here. A:J 
far as' the computation of the low frequency UllSteady 
tio... tields with tiame propagations is concerned. the 
representation of the tiame tront. by a thin sheet is 
jusWled since the sensitivity of combustion processes 
is mainly associated with tiuid dynamic processes. 
rather than chemical ldnetics. and the ratio of the 
oecillation wavelength to the tiame thickness is large. 
The sudden change in the era. sectional area of 
the engine at the dump plane produces rec±rculatillg 
tioWII which are bou:nded by shear layers. The density 
and the temperatm-e tields of the recirculating tio ... are 
very clo .. to those of the direct burned tio", but the 
mean velocity and the mean pressure :tlelds are greatly 
di:1!erent.12 There are strong reversing tio.... and 
nommiformities of the pressure distrtbutions in the 
recirculation zone. Thus. it is convenient to treat the 
recircula tillg tio... and the direct burned fto ... 
separately. These two regions are separated by a divid-
ing stream surlace. or dividing streamline for two-
dimensional tio". The shear layer is approximated by 
a dividing streamline which js essentially treated as a 
surface of tangential velocity discontinuity. Neverthe-
less. the model is e:zpected to be valid when the acous-
tic wave length 18 long· compared with the shear layer 
thickness. IS For 10 ... frequency oscillations this cri-
terion is met. 
If we neglect viscous e1fects. the tiow :tle1d in each 
region can be described by the following equations of 
cont:inuity and momentum. 
(3.1) 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
Since combustion is con:t1:ned to the .tiame sheet. there 
is no mechanism producmg entropy outside the sheet. 
The entropy is preserved following :fluid elements in 
each region. As a result, the energy equation can be 
written in the form 
~=O Dt 
ill.l. 1Iat.clrlng Conditicms 
(3.4) 
The unburned and the direct burned :flows are 
ma tched at the flame sheet by using conservation and 
kinematic relations. They are identical to those 
derived by Markstein14 in his study of general prob-
lems of unsteady flame propagation. For two-
dimensional flow, the kinematic relations are 
where W1 and Wa are the normal flow velocities relative 
to the flame sheet on the upstream and downstream 
sides, and '11 is the y-coorctinate of the flame sheet. 
Note that '11 depends on both time and space, taking 
into account the unsteady motion of the flame sheet. 
For steady motions, (3.5) and (3.6) contain no time-
dependent terms and can be derived simply by consid-
ering the geometric relations among the flow velocities 
at the flame sheet. 
Conservation laws are applied by considering the 
flow quantities relative to the flame sheet. The conser-
vations of mass and momentum give 
(3.7) 
(3.8) 
Since the pressure is continuous along the flame sheet, 
the tangential velocity component is preserved: 
ul(X,'l1,t)cOS& - VI (x,'11,t)sin& = Ua(X,'11,t)cOS& 
(3.9) 
For most cases the changes in the kinetic energy and 
the pressure across the flame sheet may be ignored in 
comparison with the heat of combustion, AH. Hence, 
energy conservation requires 
(3.10) 
Rearrangement of the above equation for a perfect gas 
·leads to 
PI [1 fsH) Pa p; = + <;lT1 p;- (3.11) 
Equation (3.8) implies that the ratio of Pa to PI is of 
order of the square of the Mach number based upon 
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the flame speed. Thus, it is satisfactory to neglect the 
pressure change in (3.11). 
PI AH 
VR -=1+-
Pa <;IT1 (3.12) 
Physically, the density jump due to the combustion 
produces volume sources along the flame sheet; their 
unsteady behaviors are partly responsible for the pres-
sure oscillations in. the chamber. 
Kinematic relations at the dividing streamline are 
obtained by considering its instantaneous motion. The 
results are 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
Because the dividing streamline is a streamline across 
which there is no flow but the tangential velocity is 
discontinuous, the only relation available is the con-
tinuity of pressure: 
(3.15) 
The flame speed W 1 is required to complete the 
matching conditions. It is modeled according to the 
simple formula proposed by Thurston15 in his experi-
mental investigation of two-dimensional flames sta bil-
ized by blutf body flame holders. 
(3.16) 
where V1 is the velocity of the upstream fiow and X is 
an empiric:al parameter depending on the properties of 
the combustible mixture. 
III.2. Integra1. Equaticms 
To formulate the flow field in terms of integrated 
variables, we :first integrate the continuity equation for 
the unburned flow in the region I. The procedure is 
similar to that employed by Marble and Cande124 in 
their study of two-dimensional flame propagations. 
Integration by parts with '11 a function of axial position 
and time gives 
Application of the kinematic relation (3.5) at the flame 
sheet and consideration of the symmetry about the 
axis give the final result for the equation for 
conservation of mass in region I: 
a . r"'l 8 . r"'l at"Jo Pldy+ a;-Jo Plu 1dy +P1Wls~=0 (3.17) 
A simllar integration of the other conservation equa-
tions results in the following integral equations. 
momentum equation (region I) 
a . r"'1 8 . r'fl1 J,,"'1 BpI 
atJo Pluldy + "jj;"Jo PluPdy + ° 1;:"dy 
(3.18) 
mass equation (region m 
(3.19) 
momentum equation (region m 
(3.20) 
mass equation (region III) 
orR iJr R 
At J~ Psdy + :;::-J~ Psusdy = 0 
v"'2 v~ "'2 (3.Z1) 
momentum equation (region III) 
(3.22) 
The dependent variables are written as BUmS of 
mean and fluctuating quantities. region I 
:region II 
region ill 
PI(X,y,t) = pfO) + pi1)(x,t) 
Ul (x,y,t) = u!O) (x,y) + uf1)(x,t) 
PI (x,t) = pfO)(x) + pf1)(x,t) 
Pa(x,y,t) = p~O) + p~1)(x,t) 
ua(x,y,t) = u!O)(x,y) + u~l)(x,t) 
Pa(x,t) = p~O)(x) + p~l)(x,t) 
Ps(x,y,t) = p~O) + p~l)(X.t) 
us(x,y,t) = u~O)(x,y) + u~1)(x,t) 
P3(X,y,t) = p~O)(x,y) + p~1)(x.t) 
(3.23a) 
(3.23b) 
(3.23c) 
(3.23d) 
(3.23e) 
(3.23f) 
(3.23g) 
(3.23h) 
(3.23i) 
Thus, we treat a two-dimensional mean 1'1ow field with a 
quasi one-dimensional unsteady flow field. Because the 
:radii of curvature of streamlines are large except in 
the recirculation zone, the equation of motion in the 
vertical direction assures that the variations of 
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pressure across regions 1 and 2 are nesli8ible. Con~ 
quently, the mean pressures in regions 1 and 2 are 
assumed to be functions of x only. In this work, we do 
not make the strictly one-dimensional assumptions for 
the acoustic flelds, i,e., 
It may serve as theflrst approximation to the problem. 
The present model has two advantanges. First, 
the difi'erence between the acoustic characteristics of 
the unburned and burned flows is taken into account. 
Second, the unsteady motions of the flame sheet and 
the dividing streamline as well as their efi'ects on the 
acoustic field can be accommodated. 
IU.3. Mean FlOW' Fields in the Combustion Zone 
The mean flow field must be known for analysis of 
the unsteady motions. We consider the mean recircu-
lating flow first. The recirculation zone is treated as a 
closed region bounded by a dividing streamline. 
Because the inner boundary layer thickness is small in 
comparison with the width of the recirculation zone 
and the viscous and turbulent stresses decay rapidly 
away from the shear layer, the so-called frozen vorti-
city theory16 is used. The vorticity distribution is 
assumed to be uniform, the difi'usion of vorticity due to 
viscosity and turbulence being ignored. The represen-
tation of the recirculating flow by a flow of constant 
Vorticity with slip at the boundary has been found to 
be adequate. For example, Smith 17 considered such 
representation for the flow in the region of the trailing 
edge of an aerofoil. Taulbee and Robertson18 used it 
to study the turbulent separation bubble ahead of a 
step. Fairlie19 applied this model to two-dimensional 
separation bubbles. The model provided good agree-
ment with experiments in all cases. Thus, we use the 
following equation of motion for the mean recirculat-
ing flow. 
v a; = -"0. ,,= 0 along the boundary (3.24) 
The stream function is " and "0 is the constant vorti-
city. treated here as an empirical constant to be 
specified. The mean velocity field is obtained from the 
definition of the stream function. 
(3.25) 
Consequently, the mean pressure field can be calcu-
lated since the total pressure is preserved along each 
streamline. 
(3.26) 
The integral conservation equations for the mean 
:flow 'fields in regions I and II are obtamed by consider-
ing the time invariant part of (3.17-20). Thus, we have' 
steady mass equation (region 1) 
steady momentum equation (region 1) 
~'!I(0)2 (0)] + '71°) dPl (0) 
dx 1 llt pfO) dx 
+ ufO)(%'llfO»Wlsec~(O) = 0 
steady mass equation (region II) 
! -{u~O}('7~O} - '7tO»)) - W 2SeC&(0) = 0 
steady momentum equation (region II) 
t-r.~0)2(1l~0} -'7fO})] + (ll~o:~~fO» d~O) 
- u~0)(x.lltO»W2SeC&(0) = 0 
(3.27) 
(3.28) 
(3.29) 
(3.30) 
where '!I 1°) and u~O) are the average axial velocities 
defined as 
1 "fO) 
'lIla) = '710) fa uiO)(x.y)dy, 
~O) u~O) = '7~O) ~ '7fO) ~;) u~O}(x,y)dy 
In the derivation of (3.27-30). the following two conven-
tional assumptions were made, similar to those used in 
the shallow water wave calculations. -
,,1°) 10 [ufO)(x,y) - nlO)]2dy = 0, 
,,~O) 1;,10) [u~O)(x,y) - '!I~0)]2dy = 0, 
Notice that the momentum integral equations e:z:pli.,. 
citly involve the local velocity components at the :flame 
sheet, uIO)(x.'7fO» and u~0)(x''710». To complete the 
theoretical formulation. they must be determined in 
terms of the :flame height '7fO) and the integrated :flow 
varia bles. The following remarks describe a simple 
independent analysis of the :flow field in region I, pro-
viding the necessary information. 
Since the :flow upstream of the :flame sheet is invis-
cid and irrotational, the velocity potential satisfies the 
Laplace equation. 
V 2tp = 0, (3.31) 
subject to the proper boundary conditions. Solution of 
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the above equation may be written jn the following 
form. 
(3.32) 
where U is the inlet fiow velocity and Am's are con-
stants to be calculated from the boundary conditions 
at the :flame sheet. As a first approximation we shall 
account for the first term in the senes only. This term 
is assumed to represent the general characteristics of 
the unburned fiow to a sufficiently good approxia-
tion.20 Thus, an equation relating the local velocities 
at the :flame sheet is obtamed from (3.32): 
vfO)(x.1l10» 11 
ufO)(x.'7fO» _ u = -tan( z:-'1fO» (3.33) 
Combination of (3.33) with (3.5), (3.6), and (3.9) gives 
the expressions for ufO) (x,llfO» and u~O}(x''7fO}). 
Utan(~fO» - W1sec&(0) 
ufO) (x,'7f 0» = --d~~:-------~ + tan( ~fO» dx r 
+ W1(v -l)sine(O) 
(3.34) 
(3.35) 
Hence, the theoretical model for the mean :flow 'fields is 
completed by substituting the above two equations 
into the integral momentum equations. 
The overall calculation using the integral scheme 
based upon iteration procedures proceeds as follows. 
We first assume a dividing streamline shape and solve 
the Poisson equation (3.24) and (3.25) numerically for 
the velocity :fleld in the recirculation. A standard five 
point scheme is used to formulate the 'finite difference 
equations which are then solved by the successive over 
relaxation (SOR) method.21 The pressure distribution 
along the dividing streamline is calculated according to 
the Bernoulli equation (3.26). With the result available 
as a mown condition, the integral scheme governing 
the :flow fields in the unburned and the direct burned 
regions is carried out to the end of the recirculation 
zone. Determination of the shapes of the dividing 
streamline and :flame sheet is part of the solution 
obtained. Another calculation of the recirculating :flow 
continues, using the new dividing streamline shape, 
and the whole procedure is repeated. The iterative 
computation halts when the solutions become conver-
gent. the changes in the dividing streamline shape 
from step to step being small. The integral scheme is 
then performed to the end of the flame sheet to 
complete the solution. 
Numerical calculations have been done for the 
mean flow fields m a reserach dump combustor 
operated at the Naval Weapens Center5 . The data 
characterizing a typical experiment is given m Table 1. 
Table 1, Computer program input variables 
Um=l90 InA; PIn=561774 Nlm8 
PIn=4.1 KgAn3 (.)0=2500 lAi 
Tm=477 K aln=43B InAi 
d=O,0635 m h=O.03175 m 
I,z=O.762 m 
X=O,05 
Figure 5 summarizes the various distributions m the 
unburned flow, Upstream of the reattachment pomt, 
the pressure variation, dommated by the recirculating 
flow, is small; the effect of combustion appears m the 
determination of the flame and the dividmg streamlme 
shapes. For positions downstream the combustion 
plays a decisive role. As a consequence of the In:fiuence 
of combustion on the axial pressure gradient, the flow 
becomes accelerated. rapid velocity mcrease ta.king 
place. A ltink, correspondmg to the reattachment 
pomt, is observed on the flame sheet. The slope of the 
flame sheet gradually decreases near the kink, then 
grows after that pomt. This can be interpreted by 
appeal to the momentum balance. Because the pres-
sure gradient tends to be small m the reattachmg 
region, the flame shape must become flatter in order 
to reduce the momentum inftux into the burned flow 
region. This phenomenon has also been found experi-
mentally in the Caltech experiments.22 
Figure 6 shows the shapes of the dividing stream-
line for ditferent cases. These shapes are dommated 
primarily by the flame speed and the ratio of the 
unburned to the burned gas density although the vor-
te:z: strength plays an important role in determining 
the velocity field in the recirculating zone. Because of 
the small radius of curvature of tpe dividing stream-
line caused by high vorticity, the length of the recircu-
lation zone decreases as the vorticity "0 increases. The 
lnfluences of the :flame speed and the density ratio on 
the dividing streamline shape can be interpretd in 
terms of the momentum balance. The higher flame 
speed, or the higher density ratio, usually implies the 
greater momentum influx into the direct burned 
region where the pressure field is mostly determined by 
the recirculating flow. For a given vortex strength this 
in turn produces a steeper dividing streamline to bal-
ance the momentum. Figure 7 illustrates the depen-
dence of the flame shape on various parameters. 
In the development of the integral scheme, we 
encountered a closure problem, which was then solved 
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by proposmg a simple independent equation (3.33) to 
formulate of the local flow velocities at the flame 
sheet. A simllar issue was found by Subbaiah23 in his 
study of the non-steady behavior of a flame stabilized 
by a flame holder at the center of a two-dimensional 
duct. He carried out a more thorough analysis of the 
irrotational flow field upstream of the flame to provide 
the IJUfficient conditions for the completeness of the 
model. In order to check the validity of the present 
work, specifically equation (3.33), we apply our model 
to the problem dealt with in Reference 23 and use 
exactly the same input parameters. For this com-
parison, the recirculating :flow immediately behind the 
flame holder is not accounted for in the computation. 
Figure 8 shows that the agreement is resonably good. 
IlIA. Unsteady Flo ... Fields in the Combustion Zone 
The unsteady flow field in the combustion zone is 
formulated by considering the time-dependent coun-
terpart to the steady analysis of the integral relations. 
It is treated within quasi one-dimensional linear acous-
tics. With the proposed decompositions of the :flow 
variables and consideration of the first order terms 
only, the mass integral equation for the unburned flow 
in region I becomes 
8 911°) ,,(0)+9)(1) ~J., pfl)dy + f 1 1 pfO)dy] + 
at ° "fO) 
-!::U:,,,fO) (p1°Jufl) + pllJuIO»dy + f "fO)+9)f1)pf°JufO)dyJ 
B:z: D "fO) 
sine(O) ll'f7ft) 
+ pp>w I SeC&(O) - pfO)w 1 2 (0) a = 0 
cos & :z: 
Rearrangement of the above equation yields 
+ pP)ufO)'I'110) + pfO)ufl~fO)J 
sin&(D) ll'f7fl) 
+ pf1>W1sec&(0) - p{0)W1 2 (0) 8 = 0 cos e: % (3.36) 
Similar manipulations of the other integral formulas 
produce a system of equations governmg the unsteady 
:flow field. 
Because the pressure across the dividing stream-
line is continuous, 
(3.37) 
The acoustic velocity may be discontinuous across the 
unsteady shear layer modeled as a surface of tangen-
tial velocity discontinuity. Treating the problem in this 
way, we have crudely included the effect of the shear 
layer on the acoustic field. As mentioned earlier, there 
is no entrop~producing mechanism away from the 
flame sheet. The flow is isentropic in the unburned and 
the burned flow regions respectively. As a result, the 
acoustic density field can be related to its pressure 
field through the isentropic relation. 
(3.38) 
Thus, the formulation for the linear acoustic fields is 
completed. In SUIIlIIlalj', there are six integral equa .. 
tions for six unknowns ufl), u~l), U~I), Tlf1}, Tl~l), and 
pfl}. Note that p~l) is related to pP) through the 
momentum balance across the flame sheet (3.8). 
For convenience the governing equations are put 
in their matrix form.. 
(3.39) 
where AI(:x), Aa(x) , and As(x) are coefficient matrices 
containing the information about the mean flow fields, 
and .q{x,t) is a vector for the unsteady flow variables. 
For harmonic motions, the time-dependent and the 
spatial-dependent parts of each variable are 
separated. 
.q{x,t) = 4(x)e-l.Ot. (3.40) 
where n is the complex freqency. Substitution of 
(3.40) into (3.39) and rearrangement of the result pro-
duce a system of ordinary differential equations with 
complex coefficients. 
~x) = riO B(x) -+- C(x)]4:(:x) (3.41) 
w:Q.ere B(x)=A2(x)-IAl (x) and C(x)=A2(x)-lAs(x). A2(x) 
is regular except at three singular points, the flame 
attachment point, the shear layer reattachment point, 
and the end of the flame zone. Mathematically, (3.41) 
represents a two-point boundary value problem with 
the eigenvalue n. The specification of the boundary 
conditions at the dump plane and the end of the flame 
sheet will be discussed later. 
A series expansion method is used to solve (3.41) 
for the complex eigenvalue n because of its computa-
tional efficiency and simplicity. We· expand the 
coefficient matrices and the flow variable vector in 
powers of x, 
B(x)= t Bmxm, C(x)= t Cmxm, 4(x)= f: lhnxm (3.42) 
m=l m=1 mel 
where Bm and Cm are constant matrices, and 4m is a 
constant vector. Substitution of the above expansions 
mto (3.41) and collection of coefficients of equal 
powers of x yield 
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1 m-l 4m = -2; (iO BJ -+- CJ)~m-l;) 
m J=o 
(3.43) 
subject to the boundary conditions, 
-4(0) = 4e and 4(1) = 2; lhn1m (3.44) 
m-O 
The whole problem is solved by first specifying 4e from 
the boundary condition at the dump plane (x=O). As a 
result, the constant vectors Jim's (m=l,2, ... ) are deter-
mined by carrying· out (3.43). Application of another 
boundary condition at the end of the flame sheet (x=1) 
produces a transcendental equation for n . 
Before dealing with the complicated ramjet prob-
lems, it may be helpful to give a simple example 
demonstrating the validity of this technique. Consider 
a two-point boundary value problem as follows. 
u· -+- A2u = 0, with u(O)=O, u(l)=O 
The exact solution for the eigenvalue is IIl1I' (m=l,2, ... ). 
The series expansion method with M terms retained 
yields the approximated solutions shown in Table 2. 
Table 2 Calculated ejgenye.hles 
M =5 % error 
AI = 3.141148 1.4 10-2 
M=7 % error 
Al = 3.141592 1.9 10-5 
Ag = 6.416062 2.0 10-0 
M =9 7. error 
Al = 3.141593 1.9 10-5 
A2 - 6.284237 1.7 10-2 
Clearly, the method functions well; the solution con-
verges rapidly, especially for the lower modes. 
IV. ACOUSTIC FIELD DOlfNSTREAU OF THE COJIBUSfiON 
ZONE 
Physically, this region contains the completely 
burned gas flow, ranging from the end of the flame 
sheet (x:::1) to the entrance of the exhaust nozzle 
(x=12). The nozzle is assumed to be acoustic compact 
and characterized by an acoustic admittance function. 
The mathematical treatment of the acoustic field in 
this region is similar to that in the inlet section except 
for the different mean flow field and boundary condi-
tions. Again, the field contains two simple waves; the 
acoustic pressure and velocity are 
(4.18) 
(4.1b) 
where Pl and Pe are the complex wave amplitudes and 
~ is defined as 
= (4.2) 
The complex wave numbers. Ke difiers from Kl because 
the speeds of sound are different in the two regions. 
Defining the admittance function for the nozzle An at 
x=La and rearranging the result, we find the relation 
between P; and Pe. 
P; = 1 + An e-2lKzLz 
Pe 1 - An (4.3) 
Substitution of the above- equation into (4.1a) and· 
(4.1b) gives 
p~l) = Pel 1 + An elKz(X-2Lp,) + e-lKr] . 
1 -An 
e -1(01. + KJO)~) 
U~l) _ Pe [ 1 + An 1Kz(x~) ~. 
- p~O)a&O) 1 -An e -e - J • 
e -l{Ot + KJ°'Kr) 
(4.46) 
.(4.4b) 
Thus, the acoustic field in this region can be deter-
mined after the complex wave number' and the wave 
amplitude Pe are obtained. 
V. ACOUSTIC FIELD IN THE EN'rIRE ENG-IRE 
The acoustic field in the combustion zone must be 
coupled to the fields upstream of the dump plane and 
downstream of the end of the flame sheet. For llilear 
problems this procedure eventually produces a tran-
scendental equation for the complex wave number 
characterizing the acoustic field in the entire engine; 
The coupling is expressed by requiring that the acous-
tic pressure and mass :flux be continuous. Thus, the 
boundary condition for the unburned flow at the dump 
plane can be specified from (2.3a) and (2.3b). They are 
pP)(O,t) = [p + l]e-lDt (5.1) 
utt)(O,t) = plO)l
a10) [p - l]e-
lOt (5.2) 
The flame sheet and the dividing streamline are 
assumed to be attached to the edge of the step. 
?1f1)(O,t) = 0 and '7~l)(O.t) = 0 (5.3) 
Since the perturbation velocities vanish at the rigid 
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we.ll, 
(5.4) 
Fine.lly, the time-dependent part of the momentum 
balance across the flame sheet (3.B) gives the equation 
for the acoustic pressure of the burned flow at the 
dump plane. 
1 + W2Al.iO)2 p~l)(O,t) = 1 [p + 1 ]e-IO 1. 
1 + W~Al.~O)2 (5.5) 
The matching condition at the end of the flame sheet 
(x=L) are given by (4.4a) and (4.4b). 
p~l)(L,t) = Pel 1 + An e1Kz(L-2Le) + e ~ . 
1 -An 
(5.6a) 
(5.6b) 
Because this is a linear problem, the complex waVe 
number must be solved for before the wave amplitude 
Pe can be deternrined. Hence, the proper boundary 
condition to be satisfied at x=L is 
u~l)(L,t) (p~O)a~O» 
p~l)(L,t) (5.7) 
The combination of the' integral scheme con-
structed in Section m.4 and the boundary conditions 
given above forms a well-posed problem which can be 
solved for the complex frequency n. The computation 
is based on an iteration procedure and proceeds as fol-
lows. A value for the complex frequency is assumed, 
and the boundary conditions at the dump plane are 
calculated from (5.1-5). These determine the constant 
vector 4m (m=l,2, ... ) in (3.44), according to (3.43). As 
a result, the flow variables at x=L are obtained to 
check the boundary condition. A new procedure is 
repeated by assuming another complex frequency () 
until (5.7) is satisfied. To improve the rate of conver-
gence of the iterative scheme, we utilize an mSL rou-
tine ZANLYT in which the Muller method with deflation 
is used.25 
VI. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
The calculated frequencies and growth constants 
of oscillations in a research dump combustor at the 
Naval Weapens Center for the test conditions given in 
Table.1 are shown in Table 3. 
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Table:3 Calculated complex freauencies 
:first mode f=280 Hz a=-60.9 lA1 
second mode f=527 Hz a=-52.1 lA1 
thlrd mode 1-628 Hz g=-TIA 141 
The calculated frequency of the second mode checks 
the measured result (1=540 Hz) wen. The growth con-
stant is negative, the wave amplitude decaying with 
time. This is a consequence of the incomplete· 
representation of the combustion processes. Within 
the present model, the acoustic energy gained from the 
combustion processes does not compensate the energy 
losses a~ the inlet shock and the exhaust nozzle. 
Hence, the waves appear to be stable. 
Figure 9 shows the comparison of the measured 
and calculated acoustic pressure distributions. 
Because the theory is linear, the amplitude distribu-
tion contams an arbitrary multiplying constant whose 
value has been adjusted to provide reasonable com",. 
parison with experimental data. The e1Iective wave 
number in the inlet is greater than that in the combus-. 
tor roughly by a factor of 1.5 due to the smaner speed 
of sound. In the combustor, the wave shape is notice-
ably nonsinusoidal, changing rapidly in the region adja-
cent to the dump plane. This is caused by the complex 
effects of the recirculating :flow, the shear layer, and 
the combustion processes on the acoustic wave. 
The phase distriution for the acoustic field is 
shown in Figure 10. As discussed in Section n. the 
phase distribution in the inlet is almost linear. The 
acoustic field is driven by the pressure oscillations in 
the combustion chamber and damped significantly by 
the .shock. A peak corresponding to the shear layer 
reattachment point is observed on the phase distribu-
tion in the combustor. The phase changes approxi-
mately 180 degree from the dump plane to that point. 
(Uld gradually decays after it. Comparison of the phase. 
distributions at other modes, as shown in Figures 11 
and 12, shows that the peak appears for all modes. 
Figure 11 shows the pressure and the phase distri-
butions for the first mode oscillation. The acoustic 
field is roughly a bulk mode except for the rapid varia-
tion of the phase near the reattachment point. This 
bulk oscillation has been observed in the same engine 
under different operational conditions and in some 
other engines.2 For the third mode oscillation, the 
phase distribution illustrated in Figure 12 exhibits a 
plateau, approximately ranging from the reattachment 
point to the end of the flame sheet. Significant phase 
changes occur near those two· positions. This 
phenomenon indicates that for higher mode oscilla-
tiOIl3 the phase distribution is sentitive to the posi-
tiOIl3 of the reattachment point and the end of the 
:aame sheet. 
1. An integral scheme was developed to study the 
steady and the unsteady fiow fields in a two-
dimensional dump combustor. 
2. A standing wave system. driven by the combustion 
processes in the dump combustor and damped by 
the shock, is formed in the inlet. 
3. The calculated pressure and phase distributions 
and frequency of the second mode oscillation 
check the measured results well. 
4. Rapid acoustic. pressure and phase changes occur 
near the shear. layer reattachment point, indicat-
ing that the unsteady shear layer may play an 
important role for low frequency oscillations. 
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